
 

 

 
Background Info: Making ‘To Scale’ Drawings and Design Blueprints 

What does ‘to-scale’ mean? 

Blueprints, design models and other designs are always drawn or made ‘to-scale’.  

This means that we use a multiplication ratio and reduce ALL measurements by the 
same ratio to a size where we can represent the ‘real life’ thing or object on a 
smaller size.  

For example, architects and draftspersons designs of buildings are always ‘to-scale’, 
and the scale is always shown on the bottom of the page.  

Maps are also ‘to-scale’ versions of distances in the real world! 

Example: Here is a ‘blueprint’ for a Ferrari motor car. The design drawing is 
presented in several views: 

• Side View; and 
• Top (Aerial) view. 

 

 
 

 

Notice the scale on these diagrams? When this page is printed, the length of the 
diagram of the Ferrari car is 10cm. The scale of ALL the parts of the Ferrari diagram 
is 1 to 453. So, in reality, a Ferrari is 10 cm x 453 = 4 530 cm (or 4.53 metres) in 
length. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scale = 1 : 453 
10 cm ( = 4.53 m in the real world) 
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How to work out the Scale for ‘To-Scale’ Diagrams and Models 

 

Firstly, work out or measure the length (or height) of the object you are drawing or 
modelling, in the real world. Convert your measurement into centimetres, as you 
will need to reduce the size of your ‘thing’ to something that can be measured in 
those.  

For example, you might want to create a game that in the real world will be 6 metres 
in length. That will therefore be 600 cm. 

 

Now, measure the size of length (or height) the drawing or model you want to 
make. For example, you might want to represent your sideshow game on a piece of 
paper and have the drawing of the game only 20 cm in length. 

 

Next, grab a calculator and divide your ‘real world’ measurement by your ‘diagram’ 
measurement – and there’s your scale! 

 

E.g. 600 cm ÷ 20 cm = 30.  So here, the scale would be 1 : 30. 

 

This means that 1 cm on paper is equal to 30 cm in the real world! 

 

It’s important to remember here that ALL the drawings in your diagram or 
model now have to follow this same scale.  

 

So if there’s a piece of equipment belonging to your game that in the real world will 
measure 50 cm, then you will need to draw that equipment in your diagram exactly 
50 ÷30 = 1.7 cm (17 mm) in length! 

  


